Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction

Quality Tools from One Source
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Machinist‘s Files,
Sharpening Files,
Rasps and Precision Files
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Tungsten Carbide Burrs,
H.S.S. and Tool Steel (WS)
Rotary Cutters, Hole Saws,
Hole Cutters and Accessories
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Industrial Power Brushes

Catalogue 209
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Mounted Points
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Superhard Diamond
and CBN Files,
Grinding Tools and
Cut-Off Wheels
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Fine Grinding and
Polishing Tools
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Tool Drives
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PFERD
Tradition, Progress, Innovation

For more than 100 years, the PFERD brand name has been synonymous
with outstanding premium-quality tools. Today, our extensive range
comprises more than 6,500 surface ﬁnishing and cutting tools. We are a
“single stop” supplier in the true sense – for the beneﬁt of our customers.
PFERD quality tools ensure exceptional results and unsurpassed costefﬁciency.

Headquarters Marienheide/Germany

The PFERD Group employs over 1,700 people worldwide.
Our goal: Sincere and serious determination to satisfy the customer.
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PFERD
Efﬁcient Logistics and a Worldwide Presence
Manufacturing sites in major markets and a global distribution network
comprising 17 company-owned local subsidiaries and over 100 international
sales ofﬁces and agencies guarantee PFERD’s local presence – wherever the
customer may be located.

Júndiz/Spain

As a leading manufacturer of quality tools, PFERD is a member of the oSa
organization for abrasive tool safety. This voluntary commitment reﬂects
our determination to manufacture safe quality tools which embody stateof-the-art accident prevention features and meet all applicable European
safety standards.

Araia/Spain

Hermeskeil/Germany

Milwaukee/USA

The PFERD quality management system is EN ISO 9001 certiﬁed.
A sophisticated and effective logistics system keeps PFERD tools readily
available all over the world.
Spartan/South Africa

Our goal: Quick and prompt availability of PFERD-tools for our customers.
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PFERD Tools
Premium Quality “Made by PFERD”
PFERD offers a full and comprehensive system range of high-grade
products for cutting and machining materials to any desired ﬁnish, from
coarse to mirror-polished.
Our product development and advanced manufacturing technology reﬂect
the latest market standards and customer needs. Thus, every PFERD tool is
optimized for unsurpassed application performance.
The most recent edition of the PFERD Tool Manual 2005, comprising
our separate Catalogues 201E through 209, contains over 6,500 cutting,
grinding, polishing, ﬁling, milling and brushing tools, in addition to a full
range of suitable power drives.

Fields of application
Product groups
■ Catalogue 201 E
Machinist’s Files,
Sharpening Files,
Rasps and Precision Files
■ Catalogue 202
Tungsten Carbide Burrs,
H.S.S. and Tool Steel (WS)
Rotary Cutters, Hole Saws,
Hole Cutters and Accessories
■ Catalogue 203
Mounted Points

■ Cutting
■ Grinding
■ Milling
■ Filing
■ Brushing
■ Polishing
■ Cleaning
■ Rust removal
■ Deburring
■ Matt ﬁnishing

■ Catalogue 204
Fine Grinding
and Polishing Tools
■ Catalogue 205
Superhard Diamond and
CBN Files, Grinding Tools
and Cut-Off Wheels
■ Catalogue 206
Grinding and Cut-Off Wheels
■ Catalogue 208
Industrial Power Brushes
■ Catalogue 209
Tool Drives
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At PFERD, we deﬁne quality as
the most advanced, cost-efﬁcient
and personalized solution to the
customer’s application problem.

PFERD Tools
Optimum Solutions for the User
PFERD tools are used wherever exacting quality demands are placed on the
efﬁciency and outcome of cutting and surface ﬁnishing operations. A breakdown
of target markets into business segments enables us to analyze segment
requirements in detail, and to address them with industry-speciﬁc solutions.
Innovative ideas and development enable PFERD to maintain its leadership
in terms of quality, performance and cost-efﬁciency.
Our goal: With our quality tools and skilled application support, we are
dedicated to providing the right solution to any machining problem in
industry and the crafts.

PFERD business segments
■ Chemical and process industry
(assembly, maintenance, pipeline
construction)
■ Apparatus engineering and
tank construction
■ Foundries
■ Tool, die and mouldmaking
■ Shipyards
■ Automotive applications
■ Structural steelwork &
metalworking
■ Aerospace applications, gas
turbines (fabrication and
maintenance)
■ Mechanical engineering
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
Fabrication Processes and Suitable PFERD Tools
The machining processes involved in the fabrication and maintenance of
apparatus engineering and tanks are many. PFERD offers a comprehensive
line-up of tools addressing the full range of application tasks, from cutting
materials to size to ﬁnal surface texturing or reﬁnishing operations.
The following sections contain brief descriptions – arranged by fabrication
process – of abrasive cut-off wheels, reinforced grinding wheels, ﬁles,
mounted points and ﬁne-machining tools for the various materials used in
the apparatus engineering and tank construction industry.

Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering

PFERD Colour Code

6. Weld dressing

PFERD tools are marked
with an easy-to-understand
colour code to indicate their
suitability for speciﬁc material
groups.

7. Texturing surfaces

PFERD provides free application
advice, without any obligation
on your part, on all aspects of
surface ﬁnishing in apparatus
engineering and tank construction
applications. Our experienced
ﬁeld representatives and technical
customer support engineers will be
glad to assist you.

The following companies are
already beneﬁting from our advice:

Material group
Steels and steel
castings

Structural steels,
carbon steels, tool
steels, unalloyed
steels, cast steel,
heat-treatable steels,
alloyed steels

Stainless steels

Austenitic and ferritic
high-grade steels,
stainless grades

■ BAYER
■ DEGUSSA
■ RIEGER
■ SCHOLZ
■ SIEMENS

So please do not hesitate
to give us a call!

Non-ferrous metals Aluminium alloys,
including very hard
grades (high Si
content)
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
Materials in Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
Apparatus engineering and tanks made of steel can usually be machined
with any PFERD tool.
For apparatus engineering and tanks consisting of stainless steel
grades (e.g., for the foodstuff processing and chemical industry),
PFERD offers optimized tools containing no traces of iron,
sulphur or chlorine.
Equipment and storage vessels made of aluminium (e.g., liquid
transportation tanks) can be machined to exceptionally high standards with
our special cut-off and grinding wheels developed for just this purpose.

Compliance with the following
rules is mandatory when
working on stainless steel:
■ Keep stainless and other steels
strictly separate right from the
shipping and handling stage!
■ Tools intended for use on stainless and other steel grades must
be kept apart at all times. PFERD
tools for stainless steel are specially marked!
■ For stainless steel applications,
select only suitable tools capable
of withstanding the associated
high loads!
■ Always prevent stainless steels
from coming into direct contact
with other steel grades. Use plastic
caps or masking tape to isolate
vises, screw clamps and try-squares!
■ Place stainless steel components
on a stainless steel or aluminium
work surface for machining and/
or ﬁnishing operations!
■ Remember that stainless steel has
a low thermal conductivity. Take
care to prevent any overheating
of workpieces (risk of corrosion,
distortion, etc.)!
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
Industrial Process Equipment, Tanks and Pressure Vessels
In the workshop and on site, apparatus engineering and tank
manufacturers are facing ever more stringent quality requirements.
Difﬁcult and complex assembly, installation, maintenance and repair
processes call for special expertise and extensive experience on the part of
tool users.

Examples: Apparatus engineering
and tanks made of steel, stainless
steel and non-ferrous metals

Apart from compliance with speciﬁed standards and an in-depth
understanding of diverse materials and components, reliable and properly
selected tools are the key to success throughout the fabrication process.

■ Process vessels & reactors
■ Liquid transportation tanks
■ Storage tanks
■ Containers
■ Frame structures
■ Switchgear cabinets / panels
■ Agitators
■ Heat exchangers
■ Separators
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PFERD offers an comprehensive range of high-quality tools which meet
these requirements and have proven their merits in innumerable cases.
In the present issue of PFERD Application Practice we would like to
summarize this experience and suggest solutions for the fabrication of
apparatus engineering and tanks.

Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
PFERD Tool Drives
An optimum combination of the tool and power source is an important
precondition for the cost-efﬁcient use of rotary PFERD tools.
PFERD offers numerous combination options for speciﬁc materials,
workpieces and machining processes, based on three different machine
types:
■ Air grinders
■ Electric grinders
■ Flexible shaft drives

Speciﬁcally for your machining needs in apparatus engineering
and tank construction, we supply multi-speed machines with
inﬁnitely variable RPM control such as our Mammoth Electronic
power unit, with a range from 0 to 15,000 RPM, or even up
to 36,000 RPM if used in conjunction with an ST 103 overdrive
unit. PFERD tool drives ensure an optimum adjustment of the
tool speed to the speciﬁc material and machining purpose.
For the full range of PFERD tool drives please refer to our
Catalogue 209.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
1. Cutting to Size
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Cut-off wheels for stationary
machines (Catalogue 206)
For cutting shapes and solid material.
Recommended for cutting depths ≥ 80 mm.
CHOPSAW (max. 400 mm dia)
For general-purpose cutting of
angle sections, pipes and sheet
metal using machines with a
max. power output of 3 KW.
TABLECUT
For low-vibration cutting of
solid workpieces, even under
increased lateral loads, in
machines with a max. power
output of 3-5 KW.
For application-speciﬁc advice please contact
your PFERD sales consultant.

Cut-off wheels for handheld
machines (Catalogue 206)
The characteristics of PFERD cut-off wheels
for use in handheld machines are matched to
the speciﬁc material(s). A colour code system
guides the user through the many material/
wheel combinations. This is particularly important to prevent corrosion on stainless steel.

Steel

Stainless steel

Non-ferrous met.

Wheel thickness 0.8 to 1.6 mm
Convenient, fast stock removal with minimum
burr for professional users
Wheel thickness 2.2 - 3.2 mm
For heavy-duty use and superior tool life.
Recommendation for handheld cut-off
wheel use:
Material
Wheel
thickness
in mm
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≤ 1,6

≥ 1,6

≤ 1,6

≥ 1,6

Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
2. Making Cut-Outs
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size

2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Hole saws (Catalogue 202)
Max. cutting depth: 28 mm, 14 -152 mm dia.
Exceptionally well suited for tough materials thanks to positive rake angle technology.
For improved tool life and smoothness of
operation, we recommend the use of a cutting
lubricant with these products.
Metals:
cutting oil
Aluminium: petroleum
Please order hole saw arbors separately.

Hole cutters (Catalogue 202)
Flat type - 8 mm
Max. cutting depth: 4 mm
16 to 105 mm dia., for ﬂat material
Long type - 35 mm
16 - 60 mm dia.
Especially for use on curved surfaces and
tubular material of up to 4 mm wall thickness.
Ideal for use on stainless steel due to outstanding diameter accuracy (Less than 0.5 mm
tolerance).
Please order pilot drills separately.

Cut-off wheels for handheld
machines (Catalogue 206)
For making rectangular cut-outs.
The choice of the right cut-off wheel will
depend on the properties and thickness of the
material being processed.
The thinner an abrasive cut-off wheel, the less
burr it will produce in freehand cutting. For
recommendations on wheel thickness refer to
page 12.

Small cut-off wheels
(Catalogue 206)
Multi-purpose tool for cutting steel (including stainless) and non-ferrous metals with
minimum heat build-up. Delivers high cutting
performance and long tool life. For cutting
sheet metal, sections and solid material in
hard-to-reach areas.
Wheel width: 1.1 - 3.0 mm,
for general cutting uses.
Please order arbors separately.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
3. Enlarging Cut-Outs
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs

3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Abrasive spiral bands (Catalogue 204)
For high stock removal and low thermal loads.
The A-INOX aluminium oxide version contains
cooling additives which actively support
the grinding process. Well suited for use on
aluminium.
Drum holders with a Shore hardness of 65 A
provide a high degree of contour adaptability
and a basic degree of ﬂexibility.
Available in diameters from 4 to 100 mm.
Please order drum holders separately.

Tungsten carbide burrs (Catalogue 202)
ZYA

RBF

WRC

These tools are noted for their high dimensional accuracy and concentricity.
Recommended head shapes:
■ Cylindrical (ZYA)
■ Tree with radius end (RBF)
■ Cylindrical with radius end (WRC)
PFERD burrs with common head shapes are
also available with longer shanks to facilitate
work in hard-to-reach areas.

Mounted points (Catalogue 203)
PFERD mounted points can be proﬁled to any
shape and produce high quality surface ﬁnishes.
For enlarging cut-outs in apparatus engineering and tank construction, the following
bonds, grain types and hardness levels are
recommended:
General
Edge

Steel

Stainless

Non-ferrous

ADW-M

ADW-L

F-Alu

AR-O

AN-N

F-Alu

Files (Catalogue 201E)
PFERD supplies machinist’s and precision ﬁles
in all common shapes and dimensions.
Suitable cuts for diverse applications ensure an
optimum stock removal performance.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
4. Deburring
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs

4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Reinforced grinding wheels
(Catalogue 206)
These tools are exceptionally well suited for
coarse deburring work. They are highly costefﬁcient when used on angle grinders.
The characteristics of PFERD reinforced
grinding wheels are matched to the speciﬁc
material(s). A colour code system guides
the user through the many material/wheel
combinations. This is particularly important to
prevent corrosion on stainless steel.

Steel

Stainless steel

Non-ferrous met.

POLIFAN® ﬂap discs
(Catalogue 206)
PFERD recommends Z and A versions with
tear-resistant backing material for removal of
larger burrs. Z-POWER types are designed for
use on high-powered angle grinders.
The performance properties of POLIFAN® ﬂap
discs are matched to speciﬁc workpiece materials. The following versions are recommended:

Steel, stainless steel

Stainl. steel, non-ferrous metals

Industrial power brushes
(Catalogue 208)

For coarse deburring work we recommend
the use of knotted wheel and cup brushes. Fill
wire thickness should be selected to match the
amount of burr to be removed.
Cup brushes are effective as burrs will break
faster due to the bending loads imparted by
the tool. The special COMBITWIST® knot style
combines smooth running with aggressive
performance, even on edges and corners.
Wheel brushes with steel and stainless steel wire
are suitable for deburring tubes and metal sheets.
To remove very small burrs, e.g., on lightgauge aluminium, we recommend the use
of plastic brushes (SiC). Add grinding oil to
improve cooling.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
4. Deburring
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs

4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Tungsten carbide burrs (Catalogue 202)
PFERD offers an extensive stock range of
tungsten carbide burrs.
Finer cuts are preferred for deburring jobs
since this will ensure a smooth operation of
the tool even at higher immersion depths
(large angle of wrap).
For deburring sheet metal, cut-outs and edges,
PFERD radius-end burrs give outstanding
results.

Short and long belts (Catalogue 204)
Long belts are normally employed on stationary belt grinders for deburring of small parts
offered up manually.
PFERD supplies an extensive range of short and
long belts for all common grinder types including hand-held machines with belt sanding
attachment arms (Catalogue 209).

Abrasive spiral bands (Catalogue 204)
Suitable for light deburring work on cut-outs,
bores, etc.
Particularly high stock removal due to very
aggressive abrasive grain.
Zirconia alumina types are suitable for deburring steel. For stainless steel and aluminium,
A-INOX versions should be preferred.
PFERD supplies abrasive spiral bands in large
economy packs. Please order drum holders
separately.

Fibre discs (Catalogue 204)
Fibre discs give good results in light-to-medium
deburring applications on larger components
and surface areas.
Zirconia alumina grain is suitable for deburring steel, including stainless grades. A-COOL
aluminium oxide types are preferably used on
aluminium.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
4. Deburring
Files (Catalogue 201E)
Available in diverse shapes, geometries, cuts
and lengths (100 - 350 mm), with or without
ﬁle handle.
Hand
For deburring and stock removal on
rectangular geometries.
Half round, round
For deburring radiused areas and
round cut-outs.
Fine-cut ﬁles are preferred for deburring
operations.
CORINOX® ﬁles are particularly suitable for
hard-to-ﬁle materials (e.g., V2A, V4A) thanks
to their exceptional surface hardness. These
tools are noted for their extreme wear resistance and longevity.
Their stainless surface leaves no corrosive
residue on the workpiece.

Flap wheels, fan grinders
(Catalogue 204)
Suitable for deburring and rounding of large
geometries and to remove ﬁne burrs from
sheet metal. The ﬂexible ﬂaps adapt well to
workpiece contours and provide soft grinding
properties.
Flap wheels are often used by kitchen fabricators to remove ultraﬁne, sharp burrs (e.g., in
installation of sinks).

COMBIDISC® tools (Catalogue 204)
Designed for fast, aggressive stock removal on
small components, these PFERD tools come
with two alternative mounting systems:
CD:

Mounts via female thread on the tool
side

CDR: Mounts via (plastic) male thread on the
tool side
PFERD supplies COMBIDISC® grinding tools in
diameters from 20 - 75 mm and diverse grain
types and grit sizes.
Use grit 60 or ﬁner for deburring. Please order
suitable holders separately.

POLISTAR pads (Catalogue 204)
Effective for removal of ﬁne secondary burrs
on bores and pipes. Their small size makes
these products particularly suitable for internal
diameters from 7 to 40 mm. Available in 20,
30, 40 and 50 mm dia. and 60, 80 and 120
grit.
POLISTAR pads deliver optimum performance
at peripheral speeds of 15 - 20 m/s.

Arbor with spindle extension

Reduced set-up times: pads can be changed
without removing the arbor from the machine
collet.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
5. Chamfering
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring

5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Short and long belts (Catalogue 204)
These products are commonly used on stationary machines, for chamfering and edge breaking on tanks and pressure vessels as well as for
butt weld preparation.
For free-hand grinding in hard-to-reach areas,
PFERD supplies belt grinders and attachment
arms (refer to Catalogue 209) to match these
short and long abrasive belts.

Reinforced grinding wheels
(Catalogue 206)
These long-life tools are suitable for fast and
coarse stock removal on heavy-gauge material.
The characteristics of PFERD reinforced
grinding wheels are matched to the speciﬁc
material(s). A colour code system guides
the user through the many material/wheel
combinations. This is particularly important to
prevent corrosion on stainless steel.

Steel

Stainless steel

Non-ferrous met.

POLIFAN® ﬂap discs (Catalogue 206)
For chamfering and edge breaking in preparation of welding we recommend the use of
coarse grit POLIFAN® discs.
Designed to provide fast, cool grinding, these
tools are convenient to use and operate with
minimum vibration.
SGP-ZIRKON-COOL and SGP-CO-COOL
versions of these POLIFAN® ﬂap discs are
particularly suitable for high-grade foodstuff
processing and chemical industry applications.

Tungsten carbide burrs (Catalogue 202)
Ideal for chamfering workpiece edges in
preparation for welding.
As a general rule, a coarse cut should be used
for a pronounced chamfer while ﬁner cuts are
recommended for light chamfering work.
Special solutions can be supplied at the
customer’s request (e.g., burrs with guiding/
support ring). Please ask your PFERD sales
consultant.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
5. Chamfering
Mounted points (Catalogue 203)
Vitriﬁed-bond mounted points are useful for
chamfering steel and non-ferrous metals.
Resinoid-bond versions provide cool grinding
characteristics and minimize heat loads on the
workpiece. They are ideally suited for grinding,
e.g., stainless steels.
Refer to page 14 for product selection notes.

Abrasive spiral bands (Catalogue 204)
For work on small-to-medium workpiece
geometries.
Zirconia alumina types are suitable for deburring steel. For stainless steel and aluminium,
A-INOX versions are preferable.
Please order drum holders separately.

Fibre discs (Catalogue 204)
Fine-grain ﬁbre discs are employed for ﬁne
chamfering work on complex contours.
For optimum grinding results, PFERD offers
two types of backing pad, i.e., GT and H-GT
(for cool grinding on stainless steels).

Ring wheels (Catalogue 204)
Ideal for use in hard-to-access locations, these
tools are available in diameters from 30 to 70 mm.
Aggressive grinding action and a long tool life
are the hallmarks of these wheels, which are
preferably used on concave workpieces.
Please order arbors separately.

COMBIDISC® and
COMBIDISC® Mini-POLIFAN®
(Catalogue 204)
Ideal for machining small contours or hard-toaccess areas. Medium-to-ﬁne grit types should
be used for chamfering thin-walled materials.
Coarse grit discs are preferable for heavygauge workpieces.
Mini-POLIFAN® discs offer several times the
tool life and stock removal capability of ﬁbre
discs. For all-round use we recommend aluminium oxide A types.
Mini-POLIFAN® discs can be mounted on
matching holders or ﬁbre disc backing pads.

Files (Catalogue 201E)
Pronounced chamfers for welding are best
achieved with a coarse ﬁle (cut 1). For light
chamfering, a ﬁne cut (cut 3) yields the best
results.
CORINOX® ﬁles are the preferred tool for chamfering thin-walled stainless steel materials.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
6. Weld Dressing: Smoothing Butt Welds
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering

6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Reinforced grinding wheels
(Catalogue 206)
Designed for dressing large welds to a coarse
ﬁnish, these tools combine high metal removal
rates with a very long service life.
To minimize vibration in use, the hardness of
the reinforced grinding wheel should decrease
with the material thickness (i.e., use softer
wheels for thinner workpieces).
The characteristics of PFERD reinforced
grinding wheels are matched to the speciﬁc
material(s). A colour code system guides
the user through the many material/wheel
combinations. This is particularly important to
prevent corrosion on stainless steel.

Steel

Stainless steel

Non-ferrous met.

POLIFAN® ﬂap discs
(Catalogue 206)
For high stock removal in the shortest time to
a good quality surface ﬁnish.
PFERD recommendations:
Steel
Stainless steel
Aluminium,
especially hard
alum. alloys

A or Z
Z or (for cool grinding
characteristics) Z-SPEZIAL
A-COOL
Z-SPECIAL

Short and long belts
(Catalogue 204)
PFERD markets an extensive range of highgrade grinding belts, both short and long.
Products differ in terms of dimensions, grit
sizes, and abrasive media employed.
Short and long belts are used preferably for
smoothing external weld seams on round
tanks.
These tools produce a highly uniform surface
ﬁnish. The surface texture is chieﬂy a function
of grit size, which is therefore important in
view of subsequent ﬁnishing steps.
Steel
Stainless steel
Non-ferr. metals
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Aluminium oxide A
A-INOX
Aluminium oxide A

Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
6. Weld Dressing: Smoothing Butt Welds
Poliﬂex® discs (Catalogue 204)
Suitable for smoothing ﬁne weld seams on
stainless steel components, these tools produce a high-quality surface ﬁnish.
Poliﬂex® discs do not load up when working
on aluminium. They are noted for their good
stock removal and cool grinding capability.
Slow-running angle grinders are the preferred
power source.

Burrs and rotary cutters
with long shank
(Catalogue 202)
For producing deﬁned geometries.
Tools with extended shank lengths must
be placed on the material, or inserted into
the workpiece (pipe, bore, groove), before
the power source is switched on. For safety
reasons, idle RPM must be reduced by up to
one-third.
Available ex stock types: standard shaft length
150 mm (may be cut off to application requirements by the user). Custom shaft lengths can
be supplied by special arrangement.
For machine spindle extensions refer to Catalogue 209.

Mounted points
with long shank
(Catalogue 203)
■ Cost-efﬁcient in use
■ Can be proﬁled to any shape
■ Long tool life
Steel
ADW-M

Stainless
ADW-L
AN-N

Non-ferrous
F-Alu

Mounted points with long shanks can be
produced in different versions to customer
speciﬁcations. Please ask your PFERD sales
consultant.

Abrasive spiral bands
(Catalogue 204)
These tools deliver high stock removal rates
and outstanding surface qualities even in hardto-reach areas.
They can be used with a rigid extension
(Catalogue 209) on ﬂexible shaft systems or
air-powered machines.
Please order drum holders separately.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
6. Weld Dressing: Smoothing Butt Welds
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering

6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Fibre discs (Catalogue 204)
Fibre discs can be used very ﬂexibly in weld
dressing since they adapt ideally to the
workpiece contours.
PFERD offers six types, each available in three
diameters and different grit sizes.
For use on poor heat-conducting materials
we recommend the COOL version. On softer
metals where chip loading is a problem
(e.g., aluminium), A-COOL discs perform
exceptionally well.
For surface grinding on stainless steel
components we recommend the use of our
high-performance backing pad (H-GT) which
helps reduce grinding heat loads.

Flap wheels (Catalogue 204)
Ideal for dressing and smoothing ﬁne weld
seams, e.g., after TIG welding on small-scale
equipment or pipes.
The choice of the right grit size is crucial with a
view to subsequent ﬁnishing operations.
Miniature ﬂap wheels for grinding in hardto-reach areas are available “ex stock” in
diameters from 10 mm upwards.

COMBIDISC® tools (Catalogue 204)
Designed for fast, aggressive stock removal on
small components, these PFERD tools come
with two alternative mounting systems:
CD:

Mounts via female thread on the tool
side

CDR: Mounts via (plastic) male thread on the
tool side
PFERD supplies COMBIDISC® grinding tools in
diameters from 20 - 75 mm and various grain
types and grit sizes.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
6. Weld Dressing: Smoothing Butt Welds
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering

6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

POLIFAN® ﬂap discs (Catalogue 206)
Designed for fast, cool grinding performance
with minimum vibration and low operator
fatigue.
POLIFAN® CORNER has been developed as a
special-purpose tool for ﬁllet weld dressing.
The ﬂaps project far beyond the circumference
of the disc.

Steel, stainless steel

Stainl. steel, non-ferrous metals

Tungsten carbide burrs (Catalogue 202)

WRC

The following shapes are particularly well
suited for rounding ﬁllet welds:
■ Tree (SPG)
■ Cylindrical with radius end (WRC)
■ Ball (KUD)

KUD

For use on corner welds, the following are
preferable:
■ Ball (KUD)
■ Cylindrical with radius end (WRC)

SPG

We recommend the following cuts for apparatus engineering and tank construction work:
Steel
3 PLUS
Stainless steel
4
Non-ferrous met. Alu/Alu PLUS
In ﬁne-ﬁnishing visible surface welds on steel
and stainless steel, Cut 5 tools give outstanding results.

Short belts (Catalogue 204)
Advantage: very high immersion depths
For localized precision grinding of very narrow
ﬁllet welds and interior corners we recommend
the use of 3 mm short belts in various lengths
on a belt grinder carrying a BSVAK 9/25-A
belt grinding attachment with 1 mm face roll
(Catalogue 209).
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6. Weld Dressing: Smoothing Fillet/Corner Welds
Mounted points (Catalogue 203)
KE

SP

For machining small interior radii on ﬁllet and
corner welds, we recommend the tapered (KE)
or tree (SP) shape. Ball-shaped (KU) mounted
points also give good results.
Finer grit sizes are recommended for work on
visible welds.
A softer bond type should be selected if the
tool is subjected to larger wrap angles.
For apparatus engineering and tank construction applications we recommend the following:

KU

Steel
ADW-M

Stainless
ADW-L
AN-N

Non-ferrous
F-Alu

POLIROLL® cartridge rolls /
POLICO® abrasive cones
(Catalogue 204)
Exceptionally well suited for dressing corner
welds, these tools provide unsurpassed stock
removal since fresh grain is exposed as the
outer layer of backing material wears away.
Available ex stock in diameters up to 18 mm
(cylindrical type) and up to 15 mm (conical
types), respectively.
Replacement is easy thanks to the special arbor.

Poliﬂex® ﬁne grinding points
(Catalogue 204)
Our range comprises a large selection of
Poliﬂex® mounted points in four different bond
types (leather, rubber, polyurethane, textile).
Polyurethane and textile bonded versions are
particularly suitable for the tasks encountered
in apparatus engineering and tank fabrication.

COMBIDISC® tools
(Catalogue 204)
COMBIDISC® CD and CDR tools are recommended for dressing and smoothing work in
hard-to-access areas and on ﬁne welds.
A-FLEX types adapt perfectly to workpiece radii
when used with a soft holder (backing pad).
Please order disc holders separately.

Economy rolls (Catalogue 204)
Great for hand grinding in hard-to-reach
areas not accessible with power tools, even
on irregular contours and curved (concave or
convex) surfaces.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
6. Weld Dressing: Cleaning Weld Seams
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering

6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

Industrial power brushes
(Catalogue 208)
Suitable for cleaning and removal of slag, scale
or heat discolorations.
For coarse cleaning passes the use of a knotted brush is recommended. Finer work should
be carried out with a non-knotted (individual
ﬁlament) type of brush.
Our COMBITWIST® special knot style ensures a
particular smooth operation while preventing
kickback when brushing edges and corners.
Plastic brushes with SiC ﬁll are designed speciﬁcally for aluminium cleaning work.
To remove oxidation from aluminium, use
brushes with stainless steel ﬁll wire.

POLICLEAN® (Catalogue 204)
POLICLEAN® is a coarse-structured non-woven
abrasive material made of special combination
of synthetic ﬁbres and abrasive grain.
Thanks to their ﬂexible structure, these tools
adapt ideally to any surface contour or workpiece shape.
This makes them perfectly suited for removing paint and other coatings, rust or oxidation (e.g., heat discolorations). Due to their
open-cell structure, POLICLEAN® products will
not load up.
PFERD offers these tools in the following
varieties:
■ POLICLEAN® discs with centre hole for
mounting on speed-controlled angle
grinders
■ POLICLEAN® wheels, stackable on a special
arbor for increased grinding width.
■ POLICLEAN® COMBIDISC®, speciﬁcally for
use in difﬁcult-to-reach areas.

COMBIDISC non-woven discs
(Catalogue 204)
Universally suitable for surface conditioning
of metals, e.g., removal of preﬁnishing marks,
weld cleaning, removal of oxidation.
The ﬂexibility of these discs in surface grinding
is determined by the hardness of the holder.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
6. Weld Dressing: Cleaning Weld Seams
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering

6. Weld dressing
7. Texturing surfaces

POLIVLIES® discs
(Catalogue 204)
For ﬂexible peripheral grinding of difﬁcult
workpiece contours (ﬁllet welds, etc.).
Up to three discs can be stacked on the special
arbor to maximize the tool width.
Please order arbors separately.

POLIVLIES® hook and loop discs
(Catalogue 204)
Suitable for cleaning large surfaces.
PFERD offers these tools in three diameters.
POLIVLIES® surface conditioning hook and loop
discs deliver best results at the recommended
peripheral speed of 15 - 20 m/s.

Knotted pencil brushes PBG
(Catalogue 208)
Ideal for cleaning and de-rusting bores and
other hard-to-access areas such as recesses
and cavities. The ﬁll wire expands as the
tool rotates and is ﬁrmly pressed against the
interior surface, e.g., of pipes. Knotted pencil
brushes are generally more aggressive than
crimped individual ﬁlament types.

Knotted pencil brush PBGS
SINGLETWIST® (Catalogue 208)
Particularly ﬂexible single-knot brush for
precise control in operations such as cleaning
inside corners and removing heat discolorations from smaller components.
Wire ﬁlament is twisted in the opposite direction of the brush rotation to prevent the knot
from unravelling during use.
Use at speeds up to 4,500 RPM for optimum
brushing results.
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6. Weld Dressing: Cleaning Weld Seams
POLINOX® cross buffs
(Catalogue 204)
Suitable for cleaning interior surfaces and contours. Designed for use in areas where access
is limited, e.g., bores, recesses, cavities and
other hard-to-reach spots.
Available in two dimensions and two grit sizes.

POLISTAR pads (Catalogue 204)
Perfect for cleaning, ﬁne-to-ultraﬁne grinding
work in bores, and removal of heat discolorations from stainless steel tubes after welding.
POLISTAR pads can be stacked for improved
abrasive performance.
Available in 20, 30, 40 and 50 mm dia.
and 60, 80 and 120 grit.
POLISTAR pads are designed particularly for
grinding in the 7 to 40 mm diameter range
and perform best at peripheral speeds of
15 - 20 m/s.
For spindle extensions refer to Catalogue 209.
Arbor with spindle extension

Interior brushes
with threaded mounting sleeve
(Catalogue 208)
Designed speciﬁcally for internal cleaning of
pipes, cylinders and threads.
Available in 8 - 30 mm dia. for use on steel,
stainless steels and aluminium.
These tools have been developed for use at
low speeds not exceeding 1,000 RPM.
For internal pipe cleaning, extensions in various lengths (1 m and over) are available “ex
stock” from the PFERD range.
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
7. Texturing Surfaces
Fabrication processes

Manual grinding

Belt grinding
Tools for belt grinders

1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing

7. Texturing surfaces

Refer to Catalogue 208

Brushed pattern,
directional (straight)

Brushed pattern,
non-directional

Ground pattern,
directional (straight)

Poliﬂex® blocks

Sheets
cloth / paper

Economy rolls
cloth / paper

POLIVLIES®hand pads

Short belts,
non-woven

Refer to Catalogue 204

Non-woven
economy rolls

Ground pattern,
non-directional

Poliﬂex® blocks

Sheets
cloth / paper

Economy rolls
cloth / paper

POLIVLIES®hand pads

Non-woven
economy rolls

Marbled pattern

Polished surface

Diamond polishing
pastes
Grinding compounds
and pastes
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Polishing paste bars

Short belts,
non-woven

Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
7. Texturing Surfaces
Peripheral grinding

Face-down grinding

Mounted / unmounted tools

Tools for use with backing pad

Wheel brushes

Flaring cup brushes

Pencil brushes

Poliﬂex®
ﬁne-grinding points,
PUR
POLINOX® ring wheels

POLINOX®
mounted points

Poliﬂex®
ﬁne-grinding wheels

POLINOX®
grinding drums

POLIFLAP® wheels

Grinding oils

POLINOX®
mounted points PNG

Poliﬂex®
ﬁne-grinding wheels

COMBIDISC®
non-woven discs

ATADISC®
non-woven discs

POLINOX® discs
PNG

POLINOX®
grinding drums

Poliﬂex®-Discs

POLIVLIES®
hook and loop discs

POLIVLIES®
grinding wheels

Grinding oils

Poliﬂex®
marbling tools

Marbling tools and
discs

Polishing paste bars

COMBIDISC®
felt discs

Polishing paste bars

Grinding compounds
and pastes

Felt points
with centre hole

Grinding compounds
and pastes

Felt points /
felt points with
metal insert
Felt wheels /
felt wheels with
metal insert
Cloth rings

Cup brushes

POLIVLIES® discs
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Apparatus Engineering and Tank Construction
7. Texturing Surfaces: Finish Pattern Restoration on Surfaces
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing

7. Texturing surfaces

Restoring directional ﬁnish pattern on large surfaces after weld dressing
To recondition surfaces exhibiting radial grinding marks from weld dressing
operations (e.g., use of ﬁbre discs), proceed as follows:
1. Restore the directional ﬁnish pattern with a Poliﬂex® ﬁne grinding point
PF ZY 10030/8 CN 16 PUR.
2. Use a POLIFLAP abrasive wheel to blur and/or equalize the transition
areas between machined and unmachined surfaces.
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7. Texturing Surfaces: Finish Pattern Restoration on Mitre Joints
Fabrication processes
1. Cutting to size
2. Making cut-outs
3. Enlarging cut-outs
4. Deburring
5. Chamfering
6. Weld dressing

7. Texturing surfaces

Restoring directional ﬁnish pattern near mitre joints after weld
dressing
To recondition surfaces exhibiting radial grinding marks from weld
dressing operations (e.g., use of COMBIDISC® abrasive discs), proceed
as follows:
1. Cover the surface with a very thin piece of stainless steel along the
mitre joint. Restore the straight directional ﬁnish pattern with a
Poliﬂex® ﬁne grinding point PF ZY 10030/8 CN 16 PUR.
2. Blur and/or equalize the visual differences in luster and brightness
and texture transitions between machined and unmachined surfaces
with POLINOX® tools after masking the metal near the mitre joint
with ADB 20 tape (as an alternative to stainless steel strip).
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